NILPOTENT-BY-FINITE GROUPS
Let J"(G) denote the set of isomorphism classes of finite homomorphic images of the group G. We say that groups G and G. have isomorphic finite quotients if 3"(G) = S^G. ). In [14] it was shown that if G is a finitely generated nilpotent group, then the finitely generated nilpotent groups G., tot which J(G)= J(G ), lie in only finitely many isomorphism classes.
In this paper we prove the following extension of that result:
Main Theorem. Let 71 denote the class of all finite extensions of finitely generated nilpotent groups. If G is in 71, then the groups G. in R, for which J(G) = 5(G.), lie in only finitely many isomorphism classes.
It should perhaps be noted that the class JI contains all known examples of nonisomorphic polycyclic groups with isomorphic finite quotients (Remeslemnikov [15] , Dyer [8] , Higman (unpublished) and Brigham [7] ).(!)
The proof follows the general plan of the previous paper, using many of the constructions and results of that paper, as well as new techniques motivated in part by the theorem of Ausländer and Baumslag [2] and its proof [3] . The notations in [14] will be preserved except that torsion-free finitely generated nilpotent groups will be denoted ÍT-groups after P. Hall [lO] .
J(G.) implies that G/Gm must be isomorphic to G./CP fot all positive integers 772. Conversely, every finite quotient of G is a quotient of G/G for some 722. Thus if G/Gm is isomorphic to G./Gm for each ttz, we must have J(G) = S(G.).
If rrz divides 72 we have a natural homomorphism c/> : G/G -> G/Gm. The r r~nm groups G/G together with the homomorphisms </> form an inverse system whose inverse limit is G. G/G is isomorphic to C/G for each ttz, so that if G is iso- Theorem 3. The number of Q-isomorphism classes of S F-groups which are -isomorphic to a given group G is finite.
Proof. We begin with a lemma which will be used several times in the sequel.
Since the result is essentially known (see [12, Theorem 6] ) and the proof is of a different character from the remainder of the paper, the proof has been relegated to an appendix. ®" is isomorphic to @". Thus Q-isomorphism classes of J F-groups which are -isomorphic to G can be of no greater number than 2-forms of affine algebraic groups which are Q -isomorphic to ® for all primes p. By Theorem 7.11 of [6] , this latter number is finite.
We will say that a JF-group G. is in the genus of G if G and G ate both Q- Similarly a in ' §^ implies a in §A so §A = 'g^. Since QG = QGJ( §Q = 'gQ. Proof. We wish to apply Lemma 7 to 77' restricted to C ., with kernel C. Op A . = C Pipj . As before we must verify that the additional hypothesis holds. Let QC be the centralizer of E in QH, let C be the centralizer of E in QH.
If a is an element of CA, a stabilizes QH since it is in H . and since a cen- We now show that the isomorphism of (A", p) with an algebraic matric group as given by Theorem 1.10 of [A] can be chosen so as to take (A", p) to a unipotent algebraic matric group and so that integer points go onto integer points.
We first observe that if *'.. 
+ 2^ tensor products of terms less than X in the ordering. and also an algebraic automorphism of S3.
